
INTERNATIONAL DAY 0F NON-VIOLENCE

On 07/10/2022, at 12.50pm the FM lab, SNGCE marked the International Day of Non-Violence

by hosting a special event featuring a message from Head of the dept. ECE Professor Deepck. P.

This occasion served as a platform to promote the ideals of non-violence and commemorate the

legacy of Mahatma Gandhi, a champion of peace and non-violence.

The event began with an introduction highlighting the significance of the International Day of

Non-Violence  and  the  enduring  importance  of non-violence  in  our world.In his  message,  the

HOD  emphasized  the  values  of non-violence,  shared  anecdotes  of Gandhi's  teachings,  and

encouraged the college to embrace non-violence as a guiding principle in their lives.

The event concluded with a reafflrmation of the importance of non-violence in building a more

just and peaceful world.
College  FM  lab,  featuring  a  message  from  the  dept.  Head,  was  a  meaningful  and  thoucht-

provoking event. It provided a platform for the college community to reflect on the principles of
non-violence and how they can be integrated into their daily lives.
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NATIONAL AIRTORCE DAY

On 14/10/2022, at 12.50pm the FM lab of SNGCE celebrated National Air Force Day with a
special program featuring a talk by T.S  Aleenamol,  ECE.  This  event was  a tribute to  the
Indian Air Force, acknowledging their invaluatle contributions to national security.

The program commenced by acknowledging the significance of National Air Force Day and
expressing gratitude to the Indian Air Force for their service to the nation.

She delivered an insightful talk on the history, achievements, and importance of the Indian
Air Force. The talk highlighted the bravery of air force personnel, their role in safeguarding
the nation, and the technological advancements within the force.

The program provided a heartfelt tribute to the Indian Air Force, showcasing the talents of a
passionate student speaker and fostering a sense of appreciation for the nation's defenders.
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WORLD RADIO DAY

0n  17/02/2023, at  1  pin in celebration of World Radio Day, the FM lab was graced by an
enlightening technical talk on communication. The talk was delivered by Assistant Professor
from the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering GCE) Aby Mathew,
highlichting the crucial role of radio in modem communication systems.

The event commenced by emphasizing the significance of World Radio Day and the impact
of radio in fostering global communication and understanding.

He  delivered  an  insightful  talk  on  various  aspects  of communication,  focusing  on  radio
technology; its evolution, and its relevance in the digital age.

The event concluded with a summary of the key takeaways, emphasizing the importance of
radio as a powerful tool for disseminating information, promoting dialogue, and connecting
people across the globe.

It was a valuable and informative event. It not only highlighted the technical intricacies of
radio communication but also underscored the enduring relevance of radio in the digital era.
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